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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient acceleration technique for the global line radiosity Multipath method. In this
approach, the scene is subdivided in a hierarchy of box bounded subscenes, the boxes subdivided in a grid of virtual
patches which store angular information. A new recursive (according to the hierarchy of subscenes) function
allows to execute the Multipath algorithm at different levels of the hierarchy. A speed up factor up to 3 − 4 has
been obtained on some of the tested scenes.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction
Radiosity techniques 2, 3 estimate the illumination in a diffuse scene discretized in patches by solving a linear system of equations (one equation and unknown per patch). The
Multipath algorithm 8 is a Monte Carlo technique that solves
the radiosity problem. This technique uses global random
lines to simulate the exchange of radiant power among the
patches, and it can be seen as a random walk where the transition probabilities are the form factors. (Note: In the paper
we use the terms “radiant power” and “power” with identical
meaning.)
In the present paper we introduce an acceleration technique for the Multipath algorithm. This acceleration technique is based on the use of a hierarchy of bounded-by-boxes
subscenes. The hierarchy allows to execute the Multipath algorithm at different levels, involving a better exploitation of
the global lines.
The different levels in which the Multipath algorithm is
executed are communicated by the surfaces of the bounding
boxes, considered as virtual walls 1 , which accumulate radiant power entering or leaving the subscenes. These virtual
walls are subdivided in a grid of virtual patches and angular
regions, allowing to consider angular information at a given
accuracy level. Moreover, we obtain, for each of these subdivisions, some additional information that permits to accelerate the process of casting the lines.
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (1/2004).

The better exploitation of the random lines, plus the acceleration in casting these lines, have produced a speed up
factor between 2 and 3.7 on our tests.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review
the Multipath algorithm and review several approaches to the
use of hierarchies of subscenes and virtual walls in the context of radiosity and global illumination. Section 3 presents
the new algorithm. Results are introduced in section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes the conclusions of the paper and
some future lines of research.
2. Previous work
2.1. The Multipath algorithm
The radiosity Multipath algorithm was first described in 8 . It
is a member of a family of methods called by different authors global Monte Carlo, global Radiosity or transillumination methods 7, 9, 10 . They use random global lines (or directions) to transport energy. Global lines are independent of the
surfaces or patches in the scene, contrary to local lines, used
in the classic methods, which are dependent on the patches
they are cast from. Global lines can take advantage of all the
intersections with the scene.
The Multipath method shows that it is possible to simulate
a random walk from a global density of lines. Each global
line will simulate the exchange of energy between several
pairs of patches. In this way, each global line contributes to
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several geometric paths (Fig. 1a). We will briefly review the
algorithm.
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Figure 1: Multipath algorithm. (a) A global line (the thick
one) simulates two paths, indicated with the continuous
stroke and the dashed stroke (b) A path can contribute to
the emission of radiant power from several patches. In the
figure, path 1-2-3-4 simulates logical paths 1-2-3-4, 2-3-4
and 3-4.
Global lines are intersected with the scene. For each line
intersections are sorted by distance, resulting in an intersection list. Each patch keeps two quantities. One records the
outgoing power accumulated, the other one is the unshot
outgoing power. For every pair of patches along the intersection list, the first patch in the pair accumulates to its outgoing power its reflectance times the unshot power of the
second patch (and vice-versa). This received unshot power
times reflectance constitutes also the new unshot outgoing
power. If a patch is a source, we keep also a third quantity,
the emitted power per line exiting the source. Thus, if one
of the patches of the pair is an emitter patch, we must add
this emitted power per line to its unshot power. This “emitted per line” power is previously computed dividing the total
emitted power of the patch by the forecast number of lines
crossing the patch. This number of lines can be easily estimated since it is proportional to the area of the patch 11 .
The advantages of the Multipath method are the following: First, all intersections of a line are used. Second, the
radiant power transfer is bidirectional. And third, each path
is used to transport different logical paths (see Fig. 1b), as
with the covering paths 12 . But this method has also an important drawback. In first stages the distribution of radiant
power is only possible from light sources, and so most of
the lines cast in these first stages are wasted (lines that do
not cross any light source). To avoid this behavior a process,
called first shot, is done before running the Multipath algorithm. In this first shot, primary power is cast from the source
patches by generating local lines that exit from the surface of
each emitter patch. After that, the patches that have received
some power will be the new sources instead of the original
ones. Note that after this previous process the radiant power
to be emitted is more widely distributed, decreasing the initial waste in global lines. A detailed comparison of the Multipath method against the classic radiosity methods can be
found in 6 .

2.2. Use of hierarchies of subscenes and discretized
directions
Some early radiosity approaches estimate the form factors
from a patch by constructing an hemicube around the center of the patch. This hemicube is uniformly subdivided in a
grid, and the rest of patches in the scene are projected onto
the hemicube. This involves a discretization of the directions
over the patches, used in this case to compute the form factors.
A hierarchy of subscenes is used in 15 , applied to the form
factor computation. Subscenes are bounded by spheres, that
are used to generate locally global densities of lines, improving the performance of the global Monte Carlo algorithm
presented in 16 . This paper is a first approach to the use of
locally global lines, that is, densities of lines adapted to different regions of the scene. The present paper exploits this
idea in the context of the Multipath algorithm.
In 18 a parallel solution of the hierarchical radiosity
method is introduced that allows to deal with very large environments. The algorithm consists of dividing the scene
in groups of patches. During a single iteration power is
bounced around between the patches within a group until
convergence. No interaction with other groups occurs. After
this internal balance, power is exchanged with other groups.
This process can be repeated several times. This is somewhat
similar to our algorithm in the sense that it alternates internal
with external exchanges of radiant power.
In 19 a cluster hierarchy is also used. Transmittance has
been defined here as the ratio of power that passes through
a cluster in a particular direction. That is, if the cluster is
totally opaque in this direction, transmittance is 0, whereas
if some light can travel through the cluster in this direction
transmittance is a positive value less than or equal to 1. This
is used to estimate the form factors in very complex environments consisting of a great number of small objects (vegetation environments). This approach considers the visibility
function between two surfaces (patches) i and j to be constant. If the only occlusions between i and j are included in
a cluster C, the form factor can be estimated as a product of
the unoccluded form factor and the directional transmittance
through C in the direction di j (di j being the mean direction
between patches i and j). The same kind of complex scenes
are treated in 20 , where similar objects are replaced by instances of the same element. Thus this algorithm substitutes
a very large hierarchical radiosity problem by a collection of
smaller hierarchical radiosity problems.
Virtual walls are used in 1 , where they subdivide the original environment into local environments with the purpose of
reducing the complexity of big environments. The local environments are treated separately and local results are transferred to the neighboring local environments using the virtual walls.
Adaptive representation of radiance is better suited for
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (1/2004).
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sharp-varying illumination, as noted in 26 . We will only represent secondary radiosity illumination, not sharp-varying
direct illumination, thus a constant representation is well
suited (and cheaper) in our case.
Use of virtual walls and boxes recalls the so called irradiance volumes 25 , that present significant differences with our
approach. Irradiance volumes store in each direction hemisphere integrals: the values of directional irradiance distribution. Irradiance and radiosity differ only by a constant factor,
namely the reflectivity. We will use, for a given direction (or,
in a discrete approach, for an angular region), radiances on
the walls of the virtual boxes. Finally, we will gather from
different directions the incoming radiance values to compute
final radiosities on the real surfaces, but never on the walls
of the virtual boxes.
Finally, in 22 they get rid of the patch-to-patch form factor
computation by grouping patches in clusters and computing
form factors between clusters. This results in encapsulating
necessary information for form factor calculation and visibility estimation for each object, involving the use of angular
information. This strategy allows to insert, move or remove
objects in the scenes in a efficient way.
3. The new algorithm
This paper presents a variant of the Multipath algorithm
based on the subdivision of the scene in a hierarchy of subscenes that allows running the Multipath algorithm not only
for the whole scene but also for the subscenes, submitting
each subscene to its own density of lines (referred to as locally global lines). This arises from the idea of using more
lines where they are more necessary, allowing a better exploitation of the lines.
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• Use of virtual patches and angular regions.
• Directional information about the interior of the subscenes.
• Reuse of lines.
3.1. Hierarchy of subscenes
Several heuristics of subdivision can be applied to the scene.
We have chosen an algorithm based on a bottom-up strategy 23 , although other algorithms could be used. We next
describe this strategy.
We deal with a set of non-grouped items (single objects or
subscenes). Initially, this set is constituted just by the single
objects. Subscenes are created by grouping the non-grouped
items in successive iterations. Each new subscene is immediately added to the set of non-grouped items. The grouping
criterion is based on the quotient of the areas of the boxes
bounding the subscenes (or single objects) we want to group.
We do group if the sum of these areas divided by the area of
the resultant box is large enough (over a threshold). Incidentally, this quotient is half the average number of intersections for a random global line crossing the box 11 . Thus, this
criterion establishes a minimum for the average number of
intersections per global line.
Fig. 2 shows a simple example of a 2-level hierarchy, although the algorithm allows any number of levels. Note in
the example that a subscene can contain other subscenes
and/or single objects.

B
A
MAIN SCENE

Each subscene is bounded by a box subdivided in a structure of virtual patches (VP) and angular regions (AR), that
act as accumulators of incoming and outgoing power for the
subscene, connecting the different levels of the hierarchy.
From the locally global lines generated in a pre-process
for each subscene, we obtain some geometrical information
that will be useful to reduce the cost of the algorithm. On
one hand, we estimate the transmittances, which give information about the opaqueness of a subscene in a given direction, permitting to ignore its interior when executing Multipath at a higher level. On the other hand, we know the mostprobably-intersected polygon for a line entering a subscene
in a given direction. This allows to reduce the cost of the
local lines.
We also save the intersection lists corresponding to every line, permitting to reuse the lines once and again in an
iterative process without the costly computation of the intersections (only computed the first time).
Next we summarize the main issues of the new algorithm:
• Densities of lines adapted to each subscene.
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (1/2004).
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Figure 2: A 2-level hierarchy of subscenes.

3.2. Subdivision of the bounding boxes
We are using a hierarchy of bounding boxes. Each face of a
bounding box is subdivided in a grid of virtual patches (VP),
as seen in Fig. 3 (left). Moreover, each hemisphere over a
virtual patch is subdivided in angular regions (AR), so that
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the directions over the virtual patch are discretized (see Fig.
3 (right)). Each angular region will act as an accumulator of
undistributed incoming and outgoing power. So, the angular
regions participate in the energy balance between the inside
and the outside of the box, connecting in this way the different levels of the hierarchy.

cast for each subscene. For each line cast in subscene S, we
have to compute its sorted-by-distance intersection list. We
consider the intersections of the line against:
• Single objects (non-grouped in further subscenes) inside
S.
• Inner subscenes. In this case we ignore their interior, considering only their virtual walls and angular regions. This
strategy supposes an important reduction of cost, as described in section 4.
• Virtual walls of S, considering the corresponding angular
regions.
The aim of this pre-process is to obtain information about
the geometry of the subscenes. This information is used with
two different purposes:

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Subdivision of the bounding box faces in a grid
of virtual patches. (b) Subdivision of each hemisphere over
the center of a virtual patch in angular regions.
We have to note that, for a ray intersecting a bounding box, we can easily determine which virtual patch is intersected and, moreover, the corresponding angular region.
Note that the angular region is determined just from the direction of the ray, and this does not depend on the ray being
internal or external to the box.
3.2.1. Appropriate level of subdivision
The heuristic we have taken consists of establishing an upper
threshold for the area of the virtual patches. Then, if a virtual patch is over the threshold, we divide it in four virtual
patches. Moreover, this threshold is established in function
of the threshold for the subdivision of the polygons (that is,
the finer is the subdivision of the polygons in the subscene,
the finer is the subdivision of the box faces). We have used,
in our tests, a ratio factor of 16, i.e., the maximum area allowed for a virtual patch is 16 times bigger than the one for
the patches in which polygons are subdivided. This is an a
priori strategy of subdivision.
On the other hand, the subdivision of the directional hemisphere above the virtual patches has been experimentally
fixed, after numerous test, to 24 angular regions: the longitude has been uniformly divided in 8 sectors (45 degrees
each), and the latitude has been divided in 3 sectors according to cosine distribution (note that this cosine distribution
guarantees the expected value of lines intersecting each angular region to be the same).
3.3. The pre-process
After building the hierarchy of subscenes and subdividing
the boxes a pre-process is done in which global lines are

• Transmittances.
For each angular region R in which virtual patches in the
box of a subscene S are subdivided, its transmittance TR
(value between 0 and 1) represents the fraction of radiant
power entering S in the direction of R that goes through
the subscene finding no obstacle in its way. Transmittances give an idea about the opaqueness of a subscene
in each direction. The closer is TR to 0, the more opaque
is S in the directions associated to angular region R, and
vice versa. The transmittance TR is estimated as

TR ≈

ndR
nR

(1)

where ndR is the number of lines crossing R and hitting
no object, and nR is the total number of lines crossing R.
If no line crosses region R, we interpolate the value of
the transmittances of the neighboring regions. This allows
us to obtain a good approximation to the transmittances
using only a moderate number of lines.
Transmittances allow us to ignore the interior of the subscenes when executing Multipath at a higher level, having
only a moderate loss of accuracy.
Note that the idea of transmittance is somehow similar to
the one introduced in 19 . However, in 19 they consider the
transmittance of a cluster for a given direction, that is, they
do not subdivide the walls of the cluster in virtual patches
but just the directions above the cluster.
• Polygon associated to an angular region.
The second benefit obtained from the pre-process allows
to notably accelerate the first shot, that is, the expansion of
primary power using local lines. It consists in computing,
for each angular region in a bounding box, the polygon
associated to this region. That is, if all lines cast in the
pre-process (and hitting some polygon in the subscene)
have the same polygon p as the nearest intersection when
crossing region R, we associate polygon p to region R.
This means that a line entering the box by this region R is
likely to have polygon p as the nearest intersected polygon, and then it makes unnecessary to test the line against
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (1/2004).
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the rest of the subscene. A variant of this strategy consists
of considering not only a single associated polygon for
region but several ones. This variant has been adopted in
our implementation.
One of the main features of our algorithm is that we use a
density of lines specifically generated for each subscene, so
that this density is uniform in the context of the subscene but
not in the context of the whole scene.
On the other hand, the intersection information is stored
for its later use. We store, for each line and after sorting by
distance, the identifiers of the intersected patches and angular regions. This information will be repeatedly used later in
the iterative process, when running different levels of Multipath, avoiding to compute again the intersections.
3.3.1. Number of lines to cast in each subscene
The question about how many lines to cast in each subscene
has an heuristic nature. After several tests using different
percentages, we have adopted the criterion of destinating two
thirds of the lines to the more external level (main scene) and
one third to the subscenes. In the case of the subscenes, the
percentage of lines to cast in has been established proportional to the quotient of areas used to group the boxes in 3.1.
This means that boxes where the average number of intersections per global line is higher are favored.
Other heuristics have been experimented to establish the
number of lines per box. It has been set proportional to the
number of objects inside, taking the number of objects as
a naive measure for the complexity of the subscenes. The
results using this second heuristic have been similar to the
ones with the first one (slightly better or worse depending
on the tested scene).
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algorithm at different levels in successive iterations (usually
4 or 5 are enough). We accumulate incoming and outgoing
power to/from the subscenes in the angular regions in which
the bounding boxes are discretized. This allows the communication between the different levels. Note that no new intersections have to be computed, since we read and reuse the
intersection lists obtained in the pre-process.
3.6. The algorithm
The new algorithm is presented in Fig. 4. Note that the recursive function MP deals with the exchange of power inside and between each subscene. In Fig. 5 we present the
algorithm corresponding to this recursive function.
Generate hierarchy of subscenes
Subdivide each box in VP and AR
for each subscene S (including the whole scene)
Cast global lines and store intersection lists
if S is not the whole scene
for each AR in S
Compute transmittances and associated polygons
endfor
endif
endfor
First shot (accel. by polygons associated to each AR)
for each iteration (4 or 5 are usually enough)
MP(whole scene) // recursive function
endfor
Figure 4: The new algorithm.
We have to remark the following points:

3.4. The first shot
The distribution of primary power or first shot is done in
the Multipath algorithm by using random local lines exiting
from light sources. Only nearest intersected polygon has to
be computed. This computation can be accelerated using the
information obtained in the pre-process about polygons associated to angular regions. This means that if a local line
gets into a subscene by angular region R, we only have to
test the intersection of the line against the polygon (or polygons) associated to region R (if any). This allows to clearly
reduce the cost of casting these local lines.
On the other hand, note that primary power is not accumulated in the angular regions but in the patches. Angular
regions will act as accumulators in the following stages, but
not in the first shot, where is preferred to exactly determine,
for the sake of accuracy, the nearest intersected patch.

• Since we have cast lines in a pre-process, we know in advance the number of lines that cross each patch and angular region. This means that it is not necessary to forecast
this number of lines to compute the power corresponding
to each line (note that this forecast has to be done in the
classic Multipath algorithm).
• Transmittances are used to establish the fraction of power
crossing the subscenes in each direction, allowing to ignore the interior of the subscenes without losing much accuracy.
4. Results
4.1. Tested scenes

3.5. The iterative process

In our experiments we have employed several scenes.
The ones whose results are included in this paper are
described next. Results of other tests can be found in
ima.udg.es/∼castro/cgf.

Once primary radiant power has been expanded, it is time to
estimate the indirect illumination by executing the Multipath

• Scene ROOM. This scene represents a room with a table,
some chairs and a desk, and several small objects on the
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MP(scene S)
Table 1: Scene ROOM. Execution times and number of lines
Compute power per line for each patch in S
used to generate both images in Figure 8.
not included in any subscene of S
for each AR in the box of S
n. of polygons
524
Compute incoming power per line
Set to 0 accumulated outgoing power
n. of patches
10956
endfor
CLASSICAL NEW
for each first-level subscene B inside S
for each AR in the box of B
hierarchy levels
2
Compute outgoing power per line
First shot
8 M lines
8 M lines
Set to 0 accumulated incoming power per line
endfor
195 sec.
117 sec.
endfor
for each line cast in S
Global lines
8 M lines
7.3 M lines
Read intersection list
294 sec.
123 sec.
The line carries the power (from/to patches/angular regions):
* Patches send unshot power + power per line
Reusing lines
25 sec.
* Angular regions of S send incoming power per line
TOTAL LINES
16 M lines
15.3 M lines
* Angular regions of the subscenes of S send
outgoing power per line
TOTAL TIME
489 sec.
265 sec.
* Power leaving S is accumulated as outgoing
power in the corresponding AR
MSE
0.0095
0.0095
* Power crossing a subscene of S is accumulated as incoming
SPEED UP FACTOR
1.9
power in the corresponding AR and attenuated by the
corresponding transmittance
endfor
for each first-level subscene B inside S
4.2. Comparing classic Multipath with the new
MP(B)
// recursive call
algorithm
endfor
We have tested the new algorithm versus the classic version
of Multipath for the previously mentioned scenes. In Fig. 6
Figure 5: The recursive function MP.
we have plotted time vs. Mean Square Error (MSE) comparing the performance of the new algorithm with the classic Multipath for the 3 scenes. Some pictures obtained using
both algorithms are also shown in Figs. 8, 10, and 9. Tables
1, 2, and 3 show details about the executions corresponding
to these pictures. Note that in the first case (scene ROOM) we
table and the desk. The light source is a lamp with a lamppresent two images with a similar quality, highlighting the
shade stuck on the center of the ceiling.
lower execution time when using the new algorithm. Con• Scene BIG ROOM. This scene involves several groups
versely, for both scenes BIG ROOM and OFFICE two imof pieces of furniture (chairs, tables, desks and shelves)
ages are presented obtained with similar cost, remarking the
and some small objects on the top of tables and desks.
higher quality when using the new algorithm.
The light source is a lamp with a lampshade stuck on the
center of the ceiling.
Summarizing, the new algorithm has produced a speed-up
• Scene OFFICE. This scene represents a room with some
factor between 1.9 and 3.7 in our tests: 1.9 in scene ROOM,
pieces of furniture (tables, chairs and one desk), lighted
3.1 in scene BIG ROOM and 3.7 in scene OFFICE. The gain
by a lamp with a lampshade stuck on the central part of
increases if the complexity of the scene grows. This gain
the ceiling, plus two table-lamps. Several small objects
basically obeys to three different factors:
are placed on the furniture.
• Reduction of the local lines cost
The information obtained in the pre-process about polyThe first scene (ROOM) involves a two-level hierarchy,
gons associated to the angular regions allows to reduce
whereas the scenes BIG ROOM and OFFICE result in a
the cost of the local lines involved in the first shot. Note
three-level hierarchy. According to the heuristic introduced
that this information is obtained nearly for free, since lines
in 3.2.1, we have subdivided (for the 3 scenes) the walls of
the boxes in a grid of 8 × 8 = 64 virtual patches, and the
cast in the pre-process are stored and reused later.
hemisphere over each virtual patch in 8 × 3 = 24 angular
• Reduction of the global lines cost
regions.
The use of the angular regions as accumulators of incomsubmitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (1/2004).
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Table 2: Scene BIG ROOM. Execution times and number of
lines used to generate both images in Figure 10.
0.16

n. of polygons

4712

n. of patches

49124

"classic"
"new"

0.14

0.12

CLASSICAL
hierarchy levels
First shot

Global lines

NEW
0.1

3
5 M lines

9 M lines

0.08

197 sec.

208 sec.

0.06

5 M lines

8.6 M lines

0.04

256 sec.

234 sec.
0.02

Reusing lines

29 sec.
0

TOTAL LINES

10 M lines

17.6 M lines

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

4.5
"classic"
"new"

TOTAL TIME

453 sec.

471 sec.

MSE

0.373

0.115

SPEED UP FACTOR

4

3.5

3.1

3

2.5

Table 3: Scene OFFICE. Execution times and number of
lines used to generate both images in Figure 9.

2

1.5

n. of polygons

30954

1

n. of patches

58256

0.5

CLASSICAL

NEW

0
0
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200
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500

8

hierarchy levels
First shot

Global lines

"classic"
"new"

3
15.5 M lines

22.7 M lines

587 sec.

606 sec.

15.5 M lines

21.7 M lines

719 sec.

643 sec.

Reusing lines

61 sec.

TOTAL LINES

31 M lines

44.1 M lines

TOTAL TIME

1306 sec.

1310 sec.

MSE

0.467

0.125
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Figure 6: Graphs of total running time (horizontal axis) vs.
MSE (vertical axis) for (top) Scene ROOM. (mid) Scene BIG
ROOM. (bottom) Scene OFFICE.
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Table 4: Additional memory requirements for the experiments corresponding to Fig. 8, 9, and 10 using the new algorithm.

room
office
bigroom

angular regions
(internal memory)

inters. lists
(external memory)

432 Kb
1080 Kb
1944 Kb

122.3 Mb
148.2 Mb
155.0 Mb

ing and outgoing power and also the use of the transmittances allows to skip the interior of the subscenes when
dealing with global lines. This produces a noticeable decrease in the cost of global lines, since it eliminates part
of the intersection computations.
• Reuse of the global lines
The iterative process in which the Multipath method is
successively executed at different levels has a low cost,
since we reuse the intersection lists corresponding to the
global lines saved in the pre-process.
4.2.1. Memory storage
The use of the new algorithm involves an increase of the
memory consumption with regard to the classic approach.
On one hand we have to store, for each angular region, the
incoming and the outgoing power. On the other hand we
have to store the intersections lists (for each global line).
This second storage has been done, in our experiments, in an
external file instead of the internal memory for the sake of
capacity (this fact involves a small and acceptable increase
of cost, that has been already included in Tables 1, 3, and 2).
Table 4 shows the additional requirements of memory for
the executions corresponding to the pictures presented in this
article. We have distinguished in the table between memory required by angular regions and memory required by intersections lists. In case of angular regions, the subdivision
level used in our experiments involves a total of 216Kb per
virtual box. With reference to intersection lists, memory requirements depend on the number of lines cast in each box
and also on the average number of intersections per list.
4.3. Analysis of the error
The previous results show the superiority of the new algorithm in front of classical Multipath. However, we have to
remark that there exists a bias between the results obtained
with classic Multipath and the ones obtained with the new
approach. This bias, produced by the discretization in virtual
patches and angular regions, does not bear any visual difference, so it is considered acceptable (to avoid the bias effects
in the comparisons, we have computed the error with respect
to the reference values generated using each algorithm).

Figure 7: Distribution of the relative error for scene ROOM.
Darker zones present a higher relative error respect to the
converged image.

We have studied and represented in Fig. 7 the relative error distribution for scene ROOM. The darker the patches, the
higher the error. Note that the maximum error occurs near
the boxes (there are two boxes, one bounding the desk and
cubes on the left and the other bounding the table, chairs and
cubes on the right).
5. Conclusions and future work
We have presented a new approach to the global line Multipath method. Our new approach is based on the use of a hierarchy of box-bounded subscenes, allowing to execute the
Multipath in the context of each subscene (and also of the
whole scene). This is the main feature of the new algorithm.
Lines used for each subscene are locally global, that is, they
are global just in the context of the subscene. The different
levels in which Multipath is executed are communicated by
the angular regions in which the bounding boxes are subdivided. These angular regions accumulate the radiant power
entering or leaving a subscene, allowing its later distribution.
For each angular region, transmittance characterizes the
transparency or opaqueness of the region. This directional
information is obtained from a pre-process in which global
lines are cast for each subscene. We also use the global lines
cast in the pre-process to compute the most probably intersected polygon (or polygons) for each angular region. Transmittances permit to ignore the interior of the subscenes when
dealing with a higher level scene, resulting in a reduction of
cost for the global lines, whereas the use of the associated
polygons for each angular region results in a reduction of
the cost for the local lines.
Global lines (in fact their intersection lists) are saved
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (1/2004).
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during the pre-process, allowing their later reuse (they are
reused when running Multipath algorithm in each iteration
for each subscene).
These features of the new algorithm produce a speed up
factor between 1.9 and 3.7 respect to classic Multipath in
the scenes we have presented. According the presented and
other tests we see the tendency: the higher the complexity,
the higher the speed up factor. On the other hand, using a
deeper hierarchy level also seems to increase the speed up
factor.
The method presented here is not fully hierarchical in the
sense of 5 , since it would involve a pre-subdivision for both
the bounding boxes and the polygons in the scene. A fully hierarchical approach, allowing to adapt the mesh to the number of lines (instead of adapting the number of lines to the
mesh) requires further investigation.
We expect that for fractal-like scenes, like vegetal scenes
(trees or plants in a forest, etc.), the speed up factor could
grow dramatically using our algorithm, but this promising
field was not investigated in this paper.
The parallelization of the algorithm is also one promising
line of continuation of this work. Note that the independency
of Multipath execution in each subscene allows the distribution of these executions between different processors.
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Figure 8: Scene ROOM (left) Classic Multipath. t=489 sec. MSE =0.0095. (right) New
algorithm. t=265 sec. MSE= 0.0095. Speed up factor= 1.9. (see more details
in Table 1)

Figure 9: Scene OFFICE (left) Classic Multipath. t=1306 sec. MSE =0.467. (right)
New algorithm. t=1310 sec. MSE= 0.125. Speed up factor= 3.7. (see more
details in Table 3)
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Figure 10: Scene BIG ROOM (top) Classic Multipath. t=453 sec. MSE =0.373. (bottom)
New algorithm. t=471 sec. MSE= 0.115. Speed up factor= 3.1. (see more
details in Table 2)
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